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Holy Leisure 
 

If you read any book on contemplation or attend any retreat focused on contemplation you will 

quickly learn that to truly become contemplative takes time. Lots of time. Unhurried time. I recall 

reading somewhere it takes “a kind of holy leisure.” The goal of contemplation, as I understand 

it, is to deepen our relationship with the divine. This can’t happen if we are perpetual motion 

machines, always on the go, busy doing an array of things, often at the same time. You need to 

slow down to allow contemplation to unfold and truly blossom. It is in contemplation that we 

discover the roots of our being, which in turn helps us see the common ground of all living beings. 

Contemplation helps us integrate external experience with our internal reality.  
 

I think the root of my current problem here in Haiti is the lack of leisure time…whether holy or 

unholy. When I’m in Haiti, I’m inside Santa Chiara 24/7, leaving only to go to a store or to a 

hospital with a kid. Driving is stressful. I confess that for the last five or so days, I’ve been in a pit 

of depression. The problems seem endless and my energy to confront them seems more and more 

limited. Because of their egregious behavior, we actually had to suspend five employees without 

pay for two weeks, which increased the workload for the rest of the staff. The constant gossiping, 

back-biting, and clashing clicks are grinding me down. We’ve begun a search for an experienced, 

highly-competent shift supervisor with broad experience in child care. Yet the dire financial 

situation may limit our options.  
 

More and more, my two hours of quiet time from 4:00am to 6:00am is being partially absorbed 

by work projects, such as trying to create a fundraising video for the medical clinic which has 

been unfunded for two years. The board directed me to undertake the project of implementing a 

crowdfunding campaign. Crowdfunding is the practice of funding a project or venture by raising 

small amounts of money from a large number of people, typically via the Internet. Over the last 

few days, I’ve spent at least a total of eight hours searching all my photographs for images from 

our medical clinic or hospitals where our kids were treated. Yesterday morning, in the predawn 

hours of quiet I began to write a text for the video. Our new SCCC website has a crowdfunding 

platform built into it, so that means a crowdfunding website won’t be getting a hefty slice of 

whatever funds we are able to raise. We need to raise a least $25,000 to fund the clinic for a year. 
 

And to add to the fun, I’ve got a huge boil on my chest. My kids have similar boils on their bodies. 

Woody has one just below her eye. Nurse Rose thinks the water in the reservoir is the culprit. She 

ordered the guys to clean the reservoir and add Clorox to the cleaning/bathing water when it is 

delivered. Yesterday, Dr. Stephanie was treating a little girl with scabies.  
 

I hope I’m not sounding as if I’m complaining. Just being transparent and expressing my 

frustrations and exhaustion. Haiti can wear you down. I think it was my friend Fr. Dumarsais 

who said, “Haiti is a killer.” He is recovering from Covid-19. During a phone call last week, he 

told me had had a little place outside of Port-au-Prince he wants to show me when he is able to 

travel to Haiti. He said I need to use his place for a day or two of stillness, silence, and solitude 

once in awhile to rejuvenate my spirit…and to keep from burning out. It is always good to talk 

to him because he truly understands the reality, hardships, and challenges of Haiti.  


